AGENCY INTEGRATOR

TM

STREAMLINED WORKFLOWS FOR CASE MANAGEMENT

Agency Integrator gives BGAs, marketing organizations, financial institutions and banks a centralized database to manage
their day-to-day insurance operations. Agency Integrator users are able to track insurance transactions from pre-sale to
commissions, communicate with agent customers on case status and generate comprehensive reports throughout the
process.

TRACK YOUR BUSINESS
Agency Integrator enables distributors to create streamlined workflows for case management
and commission reconciliation. As a centralized database of agent contact and application/policy
data, Agency Integrator is designed to improve workflows, ensure that the new business process
is managed proactively without letting cases slip through the cracks and guarantee that agents are
kept in the loop through automated agent correspondence.
Agency Integrator is integrated with carrier data, vendor requirement fulfillment, third party
industry tools (such as Paperclip and Surance Bay) and iPipeline tools (such as iGO and CRM).
Agency Integrator also allows for consolidated reporting on the data that’s tracked in the database
(through ad-hoc and out of the box reports). These reports provide advanced insight into new
business processing cycles, sales pipelines, commission reconciliation and more.

MOVE CASES
QUICKER

REPORTING
EFFICIENCY

Agency Integrator allows you to track and
process your cases more effectively and
efficiently. Inside of Agency Integrator,
streamline your contact with carriers
and vendors and communicate with your
agents and advisors. Carrier feeds send
pending case information directly into
your system. Agency Integrator also
assists with your licensing, appointments
and commission accounting functions and
integrates with medical vendors that keep
track of parameds. Agency Integrator also
works seamlessly with iPipeline’s iGO and
InsurePro.

Your case updates are arriving at different
times and in different ways. With Agency
Integrator, you spend more time working
cases and less time worrying about
manual tracking and reporting. Agency
Integrator provides a centralized place
where all that data can all be stored and
accessed. It allows everyone to provide
top-level service thanks to readily available
information.
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FEATURES:
Maintain complete case history, including
requirements, comments and notes

Organize users with automatic tasks, to
do’s and follow-ups

Auto-populate requirements for most
carriers based on underwriting guidelines

Carrier product/plan information, state
approvals, requirements and forms

Automatically check producer licensing and
appointment information

Automate standard or custom memos to
producers via e-mail, fax or regular mail

Track formal and informal cases

Manage schedules, enter statements,
run reports, track actual and estimated
commissions

Leverage regular case updates, data sent to
carriers, integrated requirements ordering
and storage of electronic documents

Access producer demographic, illustration
and book of business information

BENEFITS:
Turn more applications into placed cases
Vastly improve your ability to provide
service to agents with better tools
Make better executive decisions with
robust reporting
Reduce IT overhead costs
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Use a more efficient way to order
ParaMed exams and medical
Spend less time chasing status on
carrier Web sites
Stop managing information in multiple
disparate systems

